st Race The Kodagu Plate
1
SADAQAT

RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS
Cl-V, 00-20

1200 Mts.
209⁄19586

88⁄19(173)

BgS19 met interference passing the 700 Metres. My19 jumped awkwardly
‘outwards’ at the start, met interference approaching 300 metres & Jockey was informed to be more judicious while riding out his mounts,
particularly in the Straight and he was informed that a repetition of a similar manner of riding would entail him being reported to the
Stewards.
MASTER OF WAR
BgS19 - 306⁄19955 was found to have burst its blood vessels. Bg19-20 - 2211⁄19162 bumped at the
start and burst its blood vessels and met interference soon after the start.
ANAKIN
Bg18-19 - 12⁄191400 was found to be camped out ( stretching front legs) and was shivering, profusely
sweating, probably due to colic / fall. Under the circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn. BgS19 - 156⁄19574 met interference
soon after the start. Bg19-20 - 3011⁄193212 Jockey reported that his mount was inclined to run out from 800 Metres till about 500 Metres.
and was found to have burst its blood vessels. 2812⁄19744 Jockey was fined for not making sufficient effort on his mount during the race.
AZEEMKI PRINCESS
Bg19-20 - 72⁄201379 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ’in’ after entering the straight, it was
found to have sharp molars on both sides. 212⁄201658 Jockey had to steady his mount passing the 1000 Metres due to a closely packed
field. 272⁄2016811 met interference between the 350 Metres till about 200 Metres.
ICONIC PRINCESS
Bg19-20 - 31⁄208210 Jockey reported that his mount stumbled passing the 800 Metres. 171⁄201039
met interference passing the 100 Metres.
AIR FORCE ONE
Bg19-20 - 41⁄20892 Jockey reported that he lost his right stirrup at the start which he regained within
a few strides and also Jockey was fined for the excessive use of the whip on his mount during the race. 152⁄201533 severe interference
passing the 1000 Metres.
REGAL FORCE
BgS19 - 306⁄19953 burst its blood vessels. My19 - 2010⁄191133 drifted out under pressure, in the
straight. Bg19-20 - 2012⁄19670 was wtihdrawn on veterinary grounds as the horses got cast in the stabels which resulted severe lameness.
SHE’S STYLISH
Bg19-20 - 2911⁄192410 jumped out awkwardly.
COMMANDPOST
Bg19-20 - 72⁄201373 Jockey was fined for not wearing the goggles during the race. 142⁄201467 brushed
the gates while jumping out and lost few lengths and also Jockey reported that he accidentally lost his whip passing the 100 Metres.
GOLDEN HEAVEN
Bg19-20 - 261⁄2012011 jumped out awkwardly. 72⁄2013912 was slowly away.
ALTAIR
Bg19-20 - 1412⁄195911 met interference at the start. 111⁄20979 met interference at the start. 152⁄201534
severe interference passing the 1000 Metres.
PHOENIX REACHED
My19 - 199⁄19446 met interference passing the 800 Metres. Bg19-20 - 1312⁄19479 Jockey was
reprimanded for dropping hands before passing the winning post.

nd Race The Shivamogga Plate
2
KATANA
Bg19-20 - 21 ⁄

Cl-3y, Maiden

1100 Mts.

2 201600 was examined at the starting gate by the Clubs Veterinary Officer and was found

to be trotting lame on right fore. Under the circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn.
ULTIMATE CHOICE
Bg19-20 - 1912⁄19617 met interference at the start.

rd Race The Badami Plate Div - II
3
NAAYAAB
Bg19-20 - 20

Cl-IV, 15-35

12⁄196710

1200 Mts.

took a fly jump.

CHALLENGING STAR

BgS19 - 147⁄191237 Jockey reported that his mount was stumbling throughout the race.

ANTHEIA

BgS19 - 67⁄191027 severe interference passing the 850 Metres.

ESTELLA
Bg19-20 - 2911⁄19242 met interference passing the 1000 Metres. 41⁄20888 Jockey reported that his
mount was inclined to run out between the 800 Metres till about 700 Metres. 251⁄201144 Jockey reported that his mount was inclined to
run out passing the 800 Metres.
SUPER GLADIATOR
Bg19-20 - 2211⁄19178 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start and met interference
approaching 700 Metres and again passing 600 Metres. 41⁄20884 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging out throughout the race.
VERNESCO
Bg18-19 - 112⁄18474 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ’in’ in the last 300 Metres was found
0
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to be lame on left fore. 28 ⁄1886 was withdrawn on veterinary grounds as it was found to be lame on left fore.
KASAULI
BgS19 - 207⁄1913211 burst its blood vessels. My19 - 3010⁄1912712 jumped awkwardly outwards and
burst its blood vessels. Bg19-20 - 251⁄201147 it was found to be listless and reluctant to trot.
SOUTHERN POWER
My19 - 1910⁄191028 jumped awkwardly inwards at the start. Bg19-20 - 72⁄201444 Jockey reported that
his mount was hanging ’in’ after entering the straight.
INDIAN STAR
Bg19-20 - 3011⁄19379 Jockey reported that he accidentally lost his whip passing the 100 Metres.

th Race The Adichunchanagiri Plate Div - I
4
BENEDICTION
BgS19 - 30 ⁄ 100
6 19

Cl-III, 30-50, 5 years old and over
10

1200 Mts.

accidentally stumbled after jumping out.
CABALLO RAPIDO
Oty19 - 284⁄19344 was inclined to hang out for major part of the race, further jockey reported loss of
whip at about the 100 metres. 66⁄191079 broke a blood vessel during the race. Bg19-20 - 142⁄2014711 Jockey had to steady his mount
passing the 900 Metres due to crowding of the field.
PANAMA
Bg19-20 - 111⁄2010012 jumped awkwardly inwards.
WINGS OF DESIRE
Bg19-20 - 2012⁄19723 met interference before the red marker post. 171⁄201073 Jockey reported that
due to kick back of the earth he had a partial vision during the race. 301⁄201365 met severe interference passing the 800 Metres.

DARAHASINI

Bg19-20 - 2012⁄19675 met interference approaching 1000 Metres.

MORRANE GABRIELLA

Bg19-20 - 212⁄201625 stumbled unbalancing its rider on his outside passing the 300 Metres.

GIN DAISY
Bg19-20 - 142⁄20(151) Jockey reported that he lost his left stirrup soon after the start which he regained
within a few strides. and Jockey was reprimanded for easing his mount in the final 100 Metres.
PROPINE
Bg19-20 - 2211⁄192310 met interference approaching 1000 Metres and again approaching 200 Metres.
had apparently lost its left hind shoe during the race. 1912⁄19667 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start.
CANDLELIGHTQUEEN
Bg19-20 - 2211⁄19199 bumped approaching 300 Metres and met interference passing the 150 Metres
and again passing 900 mtrs. Jockey had to ride his mount in check as it raced fiercely between the 1000 Metres till about 850 Metres.
2012⁄19(67) met interference passing the 300 Metres.
JAIN SAHAB
Bg19-20 - 2211⁄192112 Jockey was reprimanded for dropping hands before passing the winning post.
1412⁄195710 Jockey reported that his goggles came off approaching 300 Metres & pulled up lame on left hind. 171⁄201076 pulled up lame
on left fore and was found to have sustained clipped injury on both bulb of right hind.
ARECA ANGEL
BgS19 - 277⁄191444 sustained superficial bleeding injury on right hind hock. 98⁄191889 Jockey was fined
for not sufficiently persevering with his mount in the final 200 Metres of the race. Bg19-20 - 1511⁄1914 burst its blood vessels. 41⁄208813 Jumped
out awkwardly. 142⁄201506 met interference soon after the start.
STARS IN HIS EYES
Bg19-20 - 2012⁄19699 planted and lost many lengths at the start.

th Race The Hampi Cup
5
STARRY WIND

Cl-II, 45-65, 5 years old and over

1600 Mts.

BgS19 - 96⁄195111 threw its head up while jumping out and lost many lengths. 18⁄191599 Jockey had
to steady his mount due to a closely packed field passing the 1000 Metres and also Jockey reported that his mount was hanging out
after entering the straight. My19 - 209⁄19572 jumped awkwardly ‘outwards’ at the start. 1110⁄19985 was inclined to run ’out’ rounding the
final bend and after entering the straight. Bg19-20 - 301⁄201369 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start.
EXCELLENT SORRENTO
M18-19 - 143⁄19(186) jumped outwards at the start and shifted out under the use of whip passing 100
2
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metres. 14 ⁄19247 jumped inwards at the start. Pn19 - 257⁄1930 was observed to have broken a blood vessel.
POSEIDON
Bg19-20 - 2911⁄19277 met interference about 600 Metres and forced to travel wide from 800 Metres
10
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till about 600 Metres. 28 ⁄1976 Jumped out awkwardly. 301⁄201332 met severe interference passing the 200 Metres. 142⁄20(148) met
interference before passing the red marker post.
STAR CRACKER
Bg19-20 - 1312⁄19519 Jockey reported that he accidentally lost his whip approaching 200 Metres.
8
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14 ⁄20148 met interference before passing the red marker post.
COLONEL HARTY
BgS19 - 18⁄191624 accidentally stumbled passing the 850 Metres, it was found to have sharp molars
on left side and also sustained clipped injury on right fore bulb of heel. An enquiry is being held into the running and riding. My19 310⁄19772 drifted ’out’ in the straight and jockey suspend for unsatisfactory riding. 1010⁄19942 An enquiry is being held into the running
and riding. Bg19-20 - 301⁄201362 met severe interference passing the 800 Metres.
MOHICAN
Bg19-20 - 2911⁄19260 was extremely fractious and refused to be stalled. Under the circumstances, it
was permitted to be withdrawn. 41⁄20914 Jockey was fined for not sufficiently persevering with his mount in the final 150 Metres.
301⁄201335 met interference passing the 200 Metres. 212⁄20(166) met interference passing the 300 Metres.
GREY CHANNEL
My19 - 269⁄19612 Jockey reported that the horse was not galloping fluently in the last 300 Metres of
the race & was slowly away. Bg19-20 - 261⁄201273 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in after entering the straight. it was found
to be lame on right fore.
WHIZZO
BgS18 - 227⁄181420 was withdrawn on veterinary grounds as it was found to be trotting lame on both
fore due to tendon strain. Bg19-20 - 3011⁄19382 Jockey reported that his mount was not galloping fluently after entering the straight.
142⁄201483 met interference passing the 300 Metres.
GERONTOCRAT
Bg18-19 - 1412⁄18(62) met interference soon after the start. BgS19 - 77⁄191122 met interference in the
final 75 Metres.
SHOW GIRL
Bg19-20 - 612⁄19394 met interference approaching 900 mtrs. 2812⁄19(75) Jockey reported that he had
to steady his mount passing the 800 Metres.

th Race The Delhi Race Club Trophy
6
PSYCHIC FORCE
My19 - 10

Cl-I., 75 and above

10⁄19924

1600 Mts.

accidentally brushed the railings, shied away and leapt outwards. My19-20 -

1812⁄19406 Jockey reported that the horse was hanging ’out’ throughout the Race.
NAAZAAN
Hy18-19 - 33⁄1923710 returned lame on right fore due to fetlock joint sprain.
AUTOMATIC
BgS19 - 306⁄19(99) An enquiry is being held into the reversal of form.
MR HANDSOME
HyM19 - 128⁄19612 met interference in the final stages of the race. Md19-20 - 2911⁄19640 were
permitted to be withdrawn on veterinary grounds.
RAFA
Bg19-20 - 2911⁄19292 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start. and Jockey got entangled in
the mane of the horse passing the 300 Metres till about 250mts.

th Race The Badami Plate Div - I
7
STROKE OF GENIUS
BgS19 - 30 ⁄

6 19943 Jockey

Cl-IV, 15-35

1200 Mts.

was reprimanded for riding an indifferent race & met interference soon after
the start. 217⁄191437 An enquiry is being held into the running and riding.
OZARK
Bg19-20 - 2812⁄19774 had apparently lost its right fore shoe during the race.

DONTBREAKTHERULES
My19 - 199⁄19445 met interference passing 1100 metres. Bg19-20 - 2211⁄19(16) met interference soon
0
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after the start. 15 ⁄20157 reared up, bolted from the barrier while loading, ran with the rider and completed one round of the course.
Under the circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn.
RAW GOLD
BgS19 - 277⁄191454 sustained bleeding injury on right fore coronet and met interference approaching
1200 Metres. My19 - 129⁄19374 Jockey was reprimanded for not maintaining a straight course in the closing stages.
GENUINE STAR
My19 - 129⁄19(38) Jockey was fined for exulting before passing the Winning Post.
PARADISO

Bg19-20 - 272⁄201704 met interference at the start.

KUDLA PUNCH

Bg19-20 - 1312⁄195010 planted and lost many lengths at the start.

ALBERTO
BgS19 - 185⁄1917 An enquiry is being held into the running and riding. and sustained superficial injury
10
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on left hind cannon. 29 ⁄1990 jumped awkwardly outwards. Bg19-20 - 111⁄201024 met interference passing the 1300 Metres.
PERFECT KING
Bg19-20 - 142⁄201463 Jockey reported that his mount accidentally stumbled passing the 350 Metres.
SKIATHOS
BgS19 - 207⁄191286 jumped awkwardly inwards.

th Race The Adichunchanagiri Plate Div - II
8
SIMONE
BgS19 - 25 ⁄ 17
5 19

Cl-III, 30-50, 5 years old and over

1200 Mts.

0

was found to have sustained bleeding injury on left fore cannon as it flipped over
and fell in the paddock. circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn.
ASTRAL FORCE
Bg19-20 - 261⁄201270 was withdrawn on veterinary grounds as it was found to be lame on left fore.
3
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6 ⁄20179 Jockey reported that he accidentally lost his whip passing the 200 Metres. and An enquiry is being held into the incident.
ACEROS
BgS19 - 306⁄19966 got too keen approaching 1000 Metres. Bg19-20 - 1511⁄1910 travelling along side
shied, dislodging its rider.
STARI GRAD
Bg19-20 - 251⁄2011511 was slowly away at the start. 142⁄2015011 met interference before passing the
red marker post. and jumped out awkwardly.
HELENKA
Bg18-19 - 222⁄191636 jockey suspend for unstifactory riding. BgS19 - 287⁄191562 Jockey was fined
for the excessive use of whip on his mount during the race. My19 - 279⁄19724 sustained linear injury inside right hind cannon & Jockey
suspend for Incompetent Riding.
AMAZONITE
Bg19-20 - 301⁄201352 met interference passing the 200 Metres.
BACK OF BEYOND

Bg19-20 - 1412⁄19602 Jockey suspend for riding an over confident race.

PRINCESS HOLLY
Bg19-20 - 1312⁄194912 jumped awkwardly outwards & met interference approaching 800 Metres. 31⁄208710
was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start. 72⁄201409 met interference approaching 900 Metres.
SONGKRAN
BgS19 - 296⁄19(86) sustained superficial injury on left hind cannon. Bg19-20 - 1511⁄1917 met
interference along the rails passing the 1000 mts. 1912⁄19660 was found to be trotting lame on right fore. Under the circumstances, it
was permitted to be withdrawn. 111⁄20983 met interference approaching 700 Metres.
RADIANT TREASURE
My19 - 310⁄19792 met interference passing 700 Metres. Bg19-20 - 2911⁄19259 met interference passing
the 150 Metres. 2012⁄19692 severe interference soon after jumping 171⁄201109 met interference passing the 250 Metres.
PRINCEAZEEM
Bg19-20 - 2012⁄19673 met interference approaching 1000 Metres. 152⁄201563 met interference passing
the 1200 Metres.

